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Abstract. The adiabatic theory.of charged-particle motion is developed 

systematically in this review. We present the essentials of the theory 

without giving all the analysis in detail. The general expressions 

for guiding-center motion and particle energy change are given, with 

application to the Van Allen radiation and to Fermi acceleration. It 

is shown that Fermi acceleration and betatron acceleration should not 

be regarded as distinct processes. Modifications of the nonrelativistic 

theory necessary when the particle 'is relativistic are discussed. Proofs 

are given of the invariance to lovrest order of the first and second 

adiabatic invariants for the case of static fields. Finally, applications 

are made to the theory of plasmas. 
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The adiabatic approximation to charged-particle motion has 

been widely used in our attempts to understand the Van Allen radiation 

and to predict the results of high altitude nu~lear explosions. It 

has also been used extensively in the theory of plasma confinement 

and stability in strong magnetic fields. A thorough understanding 

of the adiabatic predictions is therefore desirable, particu.larly 

since deviations from these predictions may be important in explaining 

what we observe. Our purpose in this review is to present \vhat 

adiabatic theory says, without presenting all of the analysis in the 

greatest possible generality. Some of the analysis, especially for 

relativistic particles in time-dependent fields, becomes quite lengthy 

and will be omitted. I 

1 This \vork vras performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy 

Commission. 

i Many of the subjects presented here are amplified in a monograph by 

the author [Northrop, 1963]. 
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2. ~IE GUIDING CENTER MOTION OF NONRELATIVISTIC PARTICT~S 

In a uniform magnetic field that is constant in time a charc;ed 

particle moves in a helical path. The motion may be described exactly 

as motion about a cLrcle \-Those center is movine; along a line of force. 

If the field is not quite uniform and not quite time independent, one 

expects that the motion will not be quite helical; one also expects 

that somethinc; approximating helical motion will still be discernible, 

and therefore that a good approximation vrill contain gyration about a 

center that now may move at right anc;les to the .line of force as vrell 

as along it. This expectation is indeed correct, and the equations 

gov@rnin.g thirJ "guiding oenter" motion mm b@ ll~r;i,v@d by foUovrin~ 

· one is physical intuition. 
-. -. .... 

To do this let r = R + p , where the vectors 

are defined in Figure 1. To correspond to the picture of rapid gyration 

. . -. (A A · 
.about the guiding center, let p = p e

2 
sin mt + e

3 
cos mt), where ill 

is the angular frequency of gyration eB(R) /me , B(R) is the r.Jagnetic. 

field at rt , and ~2(R) and ~3(R) are unit vectors perpendicular 

to B(R) and to each other. .... -If R + p is nmv substituted into the 

equation of motion for the particle 

.. -mr = ( 1) 

arid an average is taken over a period of the gyration, the result after 

a little· algebra with the unit vectms is [Hellwig, 1955; Northrop, 19,61] 

~ e 
R = m [

""" -+ ~ · -• .... ) l M """) . to· m E(R) + - X B(R J. - - \1 B(R. + terms proportional c m . e 

(2) 
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Here M is the vell-lmmm ma.c;nctic moment 2 
ep m/2c 

2 
mv..J... /2B 

Hhere is the particle velocity perpendicular to B(R) In (2) 

only terms through zero order in m/e have been kept; m/e can be used 

as the expansion parameter because if (1) is viTitten in suitable 

dimensionless form, the dimensionless parameter that appears is the 

gyration radius divided by the dimensions of the system, and m/e is 

proportional to this ratio. 

The component of perpendicular to in (2) is the 

guiding center velocity perpendicular to B(R) It is the so-called 

"drift velocity" and is obtained by takinc; the vector product of (2) 

·-'lvi th B • He have 

B 
+ = 

me 
+ e B 

+ ( 3) 

where E: is . m/e , ~l is B/B, and all field quantities are evaluated 

-> 
at R There are three drift te;rms here. The first is the 1-rell-knovn 

-> -"E X B" drift, and the second is the "gradient B" drift. The third 

term contains the "line curvature" drift) but it also contains quite a 

feH other drifts, as will be developed belov. All the drifts occur 

because the curvature of the particle trajectory is alternately larger 

and smaller as the particle e;oes around its "circle" of G'JYation; the 

gyration ".circle" is not really quite a circle. This variation in the 

curvature produces a gradual drift to one side as illustrated in 

Figure 2. The cause of the alternately larc;e and small curvature is 

-> -different for·each of the drifts. The "EX B" and "VB" drifts have 

been frequently described before [Alfven, 1950; Spitzer, 1952]. The 
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six drifts that are contained in the last term of (3) also can be eiven 

geomet1•ic interpretat:l.ons. That 

d -+ . /\ -+ 1\ . 1\ dVjl 
dt(R..L + el R·el). = el dt + 

term may 
d
,, 
e 

l 

"'I --crt 

.. .... 
be expanded by writine R 

.:1; 
c1J! 

+ J vrhere v is 
dt ' II 

-+ A -• 
R • e

1 
(R), the component of [.,'Uiding center velocity parallel to the 

as 

line of force at R . We only need ~L/clt to zero order in E , since 

the entire term is multiplied by E in ( 3). By iteration of ( 3) '· >re 

~.L/dt d~E(R)/dt 0(€) 
_,. E y /\ /B obtain = + J vrhere ~ is c .• e

1 
. 

Also, d~1 (R)/dt is needed. It is the rate of .change of the unit 

vector as one follo,•s the guiding center. This unit vector changes 

direction in a time-dependent magnetic field even in the absence of 

guiding center motion. In addition the guidina; center sees :a change. 

in 1\ 

el as it moves in a field whose direction in space is not constant. 

Consequently, the total derivative d~1/dt equals 

+ 0( E) , ,.rhere s is distance along 

With these substi tutj.,ons, the total drift velocity becomes 

A 

~cE 
1\ d;) -> el Me VB me 

de
1 me 

Rl = X + + -e Vjl. + 
B e dt e dt 

~1 
{ -> Me. 'VB me 

B X . -cE + + e e 

[~I 
c,""' 

._,. 
c,~ 2 c,~l c,~ ·1 .... 1\ . ~ - -1}+ dt +VII ds + "il ~·Y'e. + dt + "il ds + ~ •'VuE 1 1. 

( 4) 

2 0( € ) j 
~ 
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-· ivhere all quantities are evaluu.tcd at R The term proportional to 

d~ /'ds is the vrell-lmO\m "line curvuturc" drift. HOi-rever, the other 
l 

five terms in the square bracket, althoush possibly less :.:'amiliar, should 

not be overlooked. In practical cases the electric field; are often so 

-· small that the four terms containing % are neglic;ible, and the field 

lines may chanc;e direction so slovrly that the 'd~1/'dt drift is small. 

But these five terms in the bracket are not necessarily small, and 

situations ivhere each is of primary importance are knOim in plasma 

physics. For example, the term proportional to is responsible 

for the shear, or Helmholtz, instability of a plasma [Northrop 1956, 1961]. 

Shears occur at the solar vrind-c;coma~netic field interface, ivherc the 

solar plasma slides over .the geomagnetic field. 

" The 'de
1
/dt drift is an easy one to understand geometrically. 

If the direction of the magnetic field chanses without a change in the 

particle velocity, then some of vrhat vras "parallel" velocity vrill become 

"perpendicular," and vice versa. ·In other vrords, if there is a change 

in the reference direction, vri th respect to. ivhich one defines parallel 

and perpendicular,.· then the respective components of velocity i-rill change. 

It is easy to i'fork out the details and see that there is a periodic 

variation (at the gyration frequency) in the curvature of the particle 

trajectory i·rhile the line of force changes direction. This leads to 

- -· a drift, just as in the more. familiar case of the EX B and 9B drifts. 

The component of (2) parallel to the magnetic field gives the 

parallel acceleration of the guiding center. The scalar product of (2) 

1\ (-· vri th e
1 

R) is 
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= e E M Ae ."'-> 'll I -, V.i.J 
m m 1 + (5) 

_., -·"- A -> 

where E 11 ls E(R) ·e1 (R) The parallel acceleration dv11 /dt is 

~~ (~·~1 ) 'l·rhich differs from ·~.~ by· ~·d~1/dt ; . and since the 
d

A 1 
/\ el 

latter equals (e1 v 11 + ;)· dt + 0(€) ) then 

~E 
m II 

M 2m 
m ds 

/1 

~ de1 
+ ~ • dt 

vanished because 

+ 0(€) . 

is a unit vector. 

( 6) 

The 

term -(M/m)(cm/2ls) is the usual l:)lirror effect that produces reflection 

of particl~s and ll'll\ke:i them oseillat~ nOi·th and 0outh 1n the r;eomagnatic 

field,· thus trapping them. The total time derivative d~1/dt . may be 

expanded to , just as in the drift 

equation • term is.another example of an effect 

. caused by a change in the referen~e direction. If the e·lect:tic field . 

is small, the term may be negligible • 

. 3. ENERGY CHANGES 

The kinetic energy H. of a particle, averaged over a gyration 

is 
2' 2 

(mv11 /2) + (m~ /2) + ]\ffi This may be demonstrated, but it ~s 

really obvious: the first two tenns are ~he energy ~f the guiding 

center motion and MB is the energy of rotation .about the guiding 

center. The parallel energy 'Hi! is 

2 
perpendicular energy W, is (m~ /2) 

.L .w 

2 
mv11 /2 , and the averas;e 

+ ~ffi • The rate of change d'II/dt 

of total kinetic energy, averaged over a g-yration} can be deduced in a 
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formal fashion, but the result is so intuitively correct that the 

procedure 1vill be omitted here. The result is 

.... 

M ~]3-? 2. 0 (R ) + 0(€ ) 1 + e- 'dt , t ( 7) 

"\vhere R The first term on the right side is energy 

increase resulting from the average particle motion in the electric 

field, vhile the second term is the induction effect or "betatron 

-+ 
acceJ.eration11 caused by the curl of. E acting about the circle of 

gyration. Part of the energy increase given by (7) is fed into the 

parallel energy, and the rest into perpendicular energy. Simultaneously, 

energy is exchanged between parallel and perpendicular components by 

·the mirror effect, the exchange occurring vithout a change in total 

kinetic energy. The process may be visualized as in Figure 3, where 

the partition of dW I d t betveen dWJ. /dt and dH'
11 
I d t comES from the 

formal analysis. Note that . M 2lBI2lt is only part of the . 
-+ -~ 

perpendicular energy increase; eR·E contains the rest of the 

perpendicular energy increase plus the entire rate of increase of 

parallel energy. 

4.- FERMI ACCELERATION 

Fermi acceleration [Fermi 191+9, 1951+; Teller 1951+; Davis 1956; 

Parker 1958] is a special case of the adiabatic energy change of the 

preceding section. Fermi suggested that repeated collisions between a 

charged particle and moving clumps of magnetized plasmq. in space vrould 
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accelerate a few particles to extreme energies. In effect, the clumps 

act as massive particles with which the high energy particles attempt 

to establish kinetic equilibrium. The many particles in a clump, 

although of lovr energy, give it a very large mass. Thus, at thermal 

equilibrium, the high energy particles will have very high energies 

indeed. The statistics of these collisions will not be discussed here 

[see Teller 1954]; instead, details of a single Fermi-type collision 

will be interpret,ed in light of the preceding section. 

Equation (7) applies to any adiabatic situation, but Fermi had 

in mind special ones--namely, those '"here there is a .franie of reference 

(that of the clump) in which the magnetic field is static and there is 

no electric field. In the frame of .the cltunp there is therefore no 

energy gain or loss by the particle. The collision is elastic and its 

net effect is to alter the velocity'of the guiding center. In the 

earth's frame, vTi th respect to vrhich the clump is in motion, there may 

be an energy change, somewhat in analogy to a ball struck by a baseball 

bat. A particle vi~l lose energy if the clump is overtaken by the 

particle, and it will gain if the clump overtakes the particle. 

Suppose the earth is fixed at 0 in Figure 4 and that the cltunp 

* ~ is fixed in a frame 0 moving at velocity u with respect to the, 

earth. The rate of energy gain is, from (7) and (4) 
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Quantities in. (8) must now be expressed in terms of u For example, 
..... ..... 

the electric field seen in 0 ·is u X . B-)(- . "' - ~ X B The c c 
_,. --!>* 

magnetic fields B and B are equal through order u/c , i.e., 

nonrelativistically. The actual cosmic p~oblem may have relativistic 

clump velocities, and relativistic energy for the colliding particle. 

Relativistic adiabatic motion will be reviewed in the next section, but 

the nonrelativistic case is adequate here for illustrative purposes. 

The follmving relations also hold, as seen from the earth 1 s 

frame of reference: 

and 

..... 

<:m 
dt 

1\ de
1 

dt 

..... 
d% 

u ·--E dt 

:: 

(VI/ 

= -(VII 

d~l 
ull) ds 

- u11 )u 11 

Substitution into (8) gives 

1 dvJ 
e dt 

.. 

..... d~l 
u • 
l. OS 

d~ 
)
2 -+ 1 

- ull u.l-· ds + (9) 

If the magnetic field in the clump is such that the guiding center moves 

along a straight line of force, the last term in (9) is zero, and one then 

has what Fermi named "type a" acceleration. ·As seen'from the clump frame, 

the particle moves into an increasing magnetic field (magnetic mirror) 

along a straiGht line of force, and reflects with no energy change. As 

viewed from the earth 1 s frame there ·1·rill be an energy chanc;e. 
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On the other hand if the field line alon~; ,.;hich the guidinG center 

moves is curved, and if the magnitude of the field is constant along the 

line, the first term on the ri~;ht side of (9) vanishes. The last term 

is then Fermi's "type b" acceleration. In either case, (9) may be 

integrated with respect to time to eive the total energy chanee produced 

by the particle's collision 'vi th the clump. Types a and b really differ 

only in the mechanism wh~reby the gui~in~; center velocity is reversed 

in the clump frame. In either case the energy change seen by the 

observer on the earth is 2mu 11 (v
1
( - u II), vrhere v

11
. is the component 

of guiding center velocity parallel to the magnetic field after the 

-+ 
collision (Le., far from the clump) and u 11 is the component of u 

parallel to that field._ This energy change is naturally more easily 

obtained from the fact that the velocity in the static frame is merely 

reversed by the collision. But our purpose here has been to apply (7) 

in.the frame of reference in which there is an energy change •. Equation(~)· 

can also be integrated over a collision vrithout breaking it up into the 

special cases "a" ·and "b" . 

Fermi acceleration and betatron acceleration are sometimes 

invoked as distinct processes whereby a particle gains energy. Hm·rever, 

they are not distinct. If one follows the fate of the (N/e) clB/CJt 

term in the transition from (8) to (9), he finds the term goes into 
. M . 

forming . - e u 11 (<JBj<Js) , 'vhich is the "type a" acceleration. Consequently, 

betatron acceleration should not be viewed as a process distinct from 

Fermi acceleration, since it is part of "type a". It is correct to 

distinguish between betatron acceleration and acceleration resulting 
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from guiding center motion in the electric field, since these appear as 

distinct terms in (9). 

Pure betatron acceleration in space is improbable, since if . 

there is a clB/dt ) there will usually be an electric field at the 
. -> _,. 

guiding center, and t];le. R·E term in (7) \fill be nonvanishing. 

-+ 

5. RElATIVISTIC ADIABATIC MOTION 

If the particle has relativistic energy, (1) is replaced by 

-+ 
dp = 
dt 

-+ . 

d mo r 

dt (1- f32)1/2 
( 10) 

where p is the momentum, f3 = v/c , and m
0 

is the rest mass. Three 

cases can be distinguished: vrhen the electric field is zero, \vhen its 

-+ -+ -+ 
component EL perpendicular to B is small, and when EL is large. 

If there is no electric field, the force on the particle is 

always at right angles to the velocity, with the result that the energy 

is constant. Then m
0
/(l - f32 )

1
/ 2 can be removed from under the d/dt 

in (10) and the equation is identical \vith the nonrelativistic one for 

a particle of mass m0/(l - f3 2)1/ 2 . All the preceding nonrelativistic 

theory, with E set equaJ. to zero, novr applies. In the following t'-ro 

equations the nonrelativistic guiding center equations are rewritten 

~. 

R.L = 

replacing m • The drift velocity is 

c 
e 

e X VB 
1 

B 
+ 

( 11) 
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and the parallel force is 

1 

,'\ 

Nonrelativistically, the magnetic moment is 

()B 

ds 

2 
M = mv.L . /2B • 

Relativistically, the corresponding invariant is 

(12) 

Mr ::: m0 vJ. 
2 

/2B( 1 - ~2 ) = p.l.. 2j2m
0

B • It is. not obvious that this is the · 

correct generalization of M for relativistic ener~J· It is easy 

enough to veri()' for the simple case of a particle in a uniform,.· 
. . 

azimuthally sY.mmetric, field that changes 'rith time. ·The general case 

18 not M caoy to provo. The ndiabat;Lc j,nvn;r1nnt.s 1·rill be st:udied 

more in the next section. 

The parallel force in (12) is nov larger by (1 - ~2f1/2 than 

would be predicted by_the nonrelativi~tic equation for the same rest 

mass. Similarly, the drifts in (11) are.faster by the same factor. 

These effects are caused by the increased gyration radius resulting 

· from the relativistic mass increase. For example, the inc;t·eased 

gyration radius increases the amount of field inhomogeneity sampled 

by the particle, hence increases the 'VB_ drift. Similarly, the 

parallel fo1"ce increases 'because. the larger gyration radius_ subjects 

the particl~ to a greater convergence of the field lines, and it is 

this convergence that produces the mirror effect. As illustrated in 

FiGure 5, it is the product of -v.L and the radial coinponentof. B 

that results in a parallel force. 
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' If the electric field is sufficiently small (formally, of 

order € ) , the four terms containing ; in ( l~) become of order 2 
E 

and may be dropped. ·The drift proportional to Cl~/C'lt \·Till also 

probably {)e negligible, si.nce \l X E and ClB/Clt . are related by the 

Ma)cwell equation. Then only the three familiar drifts remain. One 

may surmise that the correct relativistic modification is obtained by 

-+ -> 0 
adding cE X D/B~ to ( 11) and eE

11 
to the paralle 1 force in ( 12) . 

This does in fact turn out to be the correct procedure, but it is not a 

deductive one, since (11) and (12) Here derived by assuming no electric 

field. The relatj_vistic case has been studied by Hellwig [ 1955] and by 

Vandervoort [ 1960] for EL larc;e (i.e .. , of order i), and the small 

-+ 
E~ results are a special case. 

The relativistic rate of energy change for 

dH 
dt 

-+ 
E.L small is 

( 13) 

Only the betatron term has been altered, a comparison vi th ( 7) shm·rs. 

-~ 

The complete g~iding center equations for large E~ are 

. rather· long and will not be repeated here [see Vandervoort, 1960j 

·Northrop, 1963]. Their principal features are corrections to existinf:? 

-+ 
terms of the small EJ. relativistic expressions above. Additionally, 

two ne1-r drift terms that are iri the direction of 
-+ 
E ..L appear. They 

-> 
are pure relativistic effects that have no analog in the smail EJ.. 

relativistic case. One of these hro drifts can be explained by the 

-> 
change in direction of B \·Then a Lorentz transformation is made in 

the presence of an electric field. Basically, the drift is a result 
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of the chanc;e in the reference direction lTi th respect to 1-rhich parallel 

and perpendicular are.defined. Some of Hhat vas parallel velocity is 

converted to perpendicular veJ.ocity. 

6. THE ADIA:BATIC DNAl1IANTS 

The ·mac;netic moment. The emphas-is so far has been on the c;uiding center 

motion and on energy chanaes. Not only are the guiding center equations 

useful, but also valuable are quantities that are constant over long 

periods of guiding center motion--i.e., any invariants of the adiabatic 

motion, or "adiabatic invariants." They are not exact invariants of the 

particle motion, any more than the guidinc; center equations are exact 

equations. for the particle motion. Formal ane.lys_is [Kruska~, 1960; 

Northrop and TelJ.er, 1960] shovrs that there are at the most three 

adiabatic invariants for the charged particle. Each one is really an 

asymptotic series in a smallness parameter E: --a series of the form: 

constant 2 
== a

0 
+ E a

1 
~1- € a + .•.. 2 . • Systematic analysis [Gardner, 1959; 

Kruskal, 1960] is essential for obtaining higher order terms in the 

series. Historically, however 1 the forms of the lo1·rest order invariants 

(i.e., the a0 's) were deduced by physical insight and by consideration 

of special cases [Alfven, 1950; Rosenbluth, 1955; Northrop and Teller, 

1960].· -The connection vith more formal theory vras made later. Such an 

evolutionary history is common in physical science. In this paper only 

invariance to lm·rest order- (the a0 ' s) >-rill be proven. 

The formal theories also shm-r that the adiabatic invariant 
( 

series are not the action integrals of the form j p dq , vhere p and 

q are canonical variables, but are instead Poincare intec;ral invariants 
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of the form : f p1 d~ , ivhere the number of terms in the sum is the 

number of degrees of freedom of the canonical system. HovrevcJ:·, the 

number of adiabatic invariants may vary from one to three, depending on 

the field geometry, as ivill become apparent shortly. In gene:r;al, the 

number of invar;i.ants is less th~ri or equal to the number of degrees of 

freedom of the system [Kruslcal, 1960]. 

The first invariant is the magnetic moment, defined previously 

2 2 
as mv~ /2B . for the nonrelativistic case; mv~ /2B is really M0 of 

the magnetic moment series: 2 constant : M
0 

+ E M + € N + • .. 1 2 The 

definition of v~ was glossed over slightly in the beginning of this 

revim·r, Ii' thG co!;,pr;ment o:f r~rpendicular to is small1 the 

...,. -~ 

E X B drift is much less than the particle velocity and the particle 

trajectory will be as in Figure 2. The motion is almost circular, and 

the v.J.. to be used in the magnetic moment iG the velocity about the 
..... 

circle. When E ..L is this small,, the last four drifts in ( 4) vill 
~ 

probably be nee;ligible. Suppose that E J.. j_s novr increased. Eventually 

the trajectory will resemble a prolate cycloid as in Figure 6. There 

is no resemblance to circular motion in the laboratory frai·ne, but in 

-· ~ the frrune moving at E X B the motion is approximately circular again 

as in Figure 2. It is the vJ.. in this drifting frame that should be . . 

used in mv.J.. 2/2B • Adiabatic theory therefore can still apply even 

"1vhen the. perpendicular electric field is so large that the particle 

trajectory in the observer's frarne shmrs no looping or resemblance to 

circular motion. One must only be careful to use the, complete expressions 

in (4) and (6), and to define V_L properly. 
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The invariance of l-1 is easy to demonstrate for simple cases, 

lil<.:e a time dependent magnetic field vri th azimuthal SYJnmetry and straight 

lines of .force. A proof for the most general situation (c;eneral time-

dependent mac,netic field and large electric electric field) seems to be 

rather .long [Kruslcal, 1958; Gardner, 1959; Northro~, 1963). The most 

general case for which a simple proof seems to exist is the static one, 

where the ener~J is constant; a large curl-free electric field may be 

present. By conservation of ener~, 

2 
d m v11 
dt ( ~2- + 

2 
m~ .c. 

2 + MB + e¢) :::: 0 J ( 14) 

where ¢ is the electrostatic potential. Recall that the invar:i.ance of 

N vTas .not invoked in deriving the guiding center equations. Thus the 

value of dv11 /dt from (6) can be used to convert (1!~) to 

= 
ed¢ 
. dt 

The total derivative 

... 
-> d~ 

- m~·dt 

d¢/dt 

+ 

II _,. de
1 

~·dt ) 

equals v,
1
(d¢/os) + R..L.·\7) ,"vrhere 

( 15) 

. 
-> 
R.L 

is given by ( 1+). Putting it all together and <loing a little vector 

algebra gives 

d0·ill) .... oB dB ( 16) 
dt - :r-1 ~ ·w + H vi\ ds - M dt. ' 

or 

dN 
0 = . dt 
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The next hm hic;her terms in the magnetic moment series lKtvc 

also been derived [ I0·uskal, 1958; Gardner, 1962] . They are rc. ther 

complicated. 

The e:>.-pression "nonadiabatic behavj.or" as applied to the ma2:netic 

moment has by custom come to mean any deviation of 

constancy. Hmrever, it is act,ually the series 

2 
mv.l.. /2B 

+ 

from 

that is the invariant of the particle motion, and not just r-1
0 

. 

Therefore, can vary according to adiabatic theory. 
·' 

It seems 

+ o e • 

preferable to define as nonadiabatic any behavior not predicted by the 

series. Since the series is asymptotic [Berko-vri tz and Gardner, 1959], 

and not convergent, it would not be surprising to see particle behavior 

that completely ignores the adiabatic predictions, even in Im-r order:, 

and this l·rould be genuine nonadiabatic behavior. Examples of such 

motion are lmmm [Garren et al. J 1958; Northrop, 1963] for the magnetic 

moment. 

The second or longitudinal invariant. Another invariant of the particle 

motion, or really of the guiding center motion, is 

J = f . Pn ds ' ( 17) 

i·rhere is , the guiding center momentum parallel to the line 

of force. The invariant J exists if there is a mirror-type geometry, 

such that the guiding center oscillates back and forth alorig the lines 

of force while ·drifting slo,,rly at right angles to them, as illustrated 

in Figure 7. For J to be constant, it is necessary that the drift 
_.. 

be s lm• compared to v
11 

--i.e., that E~ be of order E • The 
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integra:L i.s taken over a complete oscillation, the deviation of the 

guiding center from a line due to the drift durinG one oscillation being 
. -!> 

negligible if E~ is small. 

The earliest suggestion that·. J is an invariant appears to have 

· come from Rosenbluth [ Che,.,, Goldberger, and Lmr; 1955.] • A proof of the 

invariance of J and some applications to laboratory magnetic-field 

configurations >·ras given by Kadomtsev [1958] for a nonre1ativistic 

particle in a static magnetic field. A proof that remains valid at 

relativistic energies, and that includes time-dependent fields has been 

given by Northrop and Teller (1960) ·along with applications to the 

Van Allen radiation. The proof of the invariance of J given belovr is 

for a nonrelativistic particle in a static field 1dth no electric field; 

inclusion of nonstatic fiel~s greatly increases the length.of the proof. 

Therefore, only the results wiil be given for. the time-dependent case. 

The time;..dependentresUlts will be,needed to discuss the third invariant. 

Relativistic modifications do not seem to materially complicate the proofis. 

, To begin the proof of J 1 a curvilinear coordinate system 't-till 

now be ~ntroduced. The thr.ee coordinates will b~ denoted by Ci , f3 ·, 

· and s , '\>There a and (3 are tvro parameters specifying the line of 

:f:_orce, and s denotes position along the line. (Distinguish this f3 

from v/c in a previous section.) A system of nonintersecting lines 

can be generated_ as the intersections of t-vro families of surfaces 

a(;) = constant, and (3(-;) = constant, 1-rhere a:(~) and f3(;) are 

two different functions of position. It is apparent that for a given 

system of lines the functions a;(;) and ~(-;) are not unique. Consider 
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the simple example of straight lines of force. They can_be_c;encrated by 

the intersections of t1v0 families of planes, by a family of planes and 

one of cylinders, etc. Among the many possible pairs o:f functions a:(;) 

and 13(;) for a given magnetic field; there is a subclass for vrhich 
... _,. 

the vector potential A is a:V'B and B therefore is \A:t X Vl3 • That 

such a subclass exists is not quite-obvious, but it is not difficult to 

prove. The utility of the subclass is that for it IYb: X \7,31 /B is 

. constant everY'·rhere, being unity, and this fact reduces the algebra 

invoJ.ved in the proof. 

In the absence of electric fields the enerw · W equals 

mv11
2 
/2 + MB , so that 

J( a; ~, 11, w) " j {2m[W - l-ID( a, ~, s)) 
112 a} . ( 18) 

The instantaneous rate of change of J due to the particle drift . 
-> 
R~ in Figure 7 is. 

dJ dJ da: 
dt = ai. Q.t 

Differentiation of the 

oJ 
~m M f ?a = 

and 

ClJ -m M f ~ = 

dJ di3 
+ ~ dt 

( 19) 

~ntegral in ( 18) gives 

ds ClB(a:, 13; s) 

[ 2rri( If - !>ID) ]1/2 "' . ca 

cls ClB(a:~13f3, [ 2m(H.- !>1B) ]1
/

2 
s) (20) 

Because a: and 13 are constant on a line of force, they are chanced 

only by the drift velocit~r, arid not by the parallel velocity. Therefore, 
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da./dt = ~ • \;b:(R) arid df3/dt = ~J.:.·V13(R) • Substituting fi J. from 

( 14), 'vi th the electric field zero, gives 

·A 

da. e 1 X (. Me . 
dt = n -- V'.B .e 

·me 2 + .......... v e II 

Consider now. the quantity ( dR/'df3) X B , ,.rhere the guiding center 

-;. 
position R is a function of (a., (3 1 s) 

By implicit differentiation of a.= a.[R(a., (3, s)] one finds that 

\;b: 'dn 
0 and that \13 

'd"R 1 •, ~ =· "d8 = . } 

' f3 

( 'd"R/'df3) 
~ 

Thus, X B = ttt ) and (21) becomes 

/1 
()@1 

) ·( ~ da. el 
X ( Me V'.8 me 2 ~ 

.) = + -v ds X B . dt B e e . 11 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

. Interchanging the dot and .cross, and expanding the triple vector product 

( . dB'dRf3 X ~B. ) ·~. ·· X gives 
' 1 

da. . 
cit ' = 

= 

~·1 2 d~l · . . ~-+R ~~R 
-
. ( _!' c ~ + _me ) o A 1\ o ) 

e vD e v,, · 'ds • ( ~· - el el• ·dfS· 
• > ()~ -> 

Me dR • 'VB !12.£. v 2 dR • ~ + Me ~ • ~ ' e . V'.B 
- e dfS - e " di3 os e · 1 of3 1 

He "" 'dR + - e .""\-;:;" 
e 1 of} 

'dn(a.,l3,s) 
ds 
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In the second term on the ric;ht-hand side of ( 21+), vre have 

d~ 
1\ 1 
el·;scp 

which is zero. ~1erefore, the second term becomes 

From ( 6), 

dv 
m 11 ) - M dt , so that the last .ti-ro terms in ( 21~ combine to 

~e instantaneous rate of change of a: finally is 

do: 
dt = 

By a similar analysis, we have 

dl3 
dt 

Me 
.e 

dB me ro + e-

(25) 

(26) 

If dB/dl3 from (25) is substituted into dJ/dl3 from (20), the result is 

mds. 

[ 2m(vl - !11!3)] 
1

/
2 

= ~ f (27) 

T a , ""' dR ) he integral of m dt'v11 e1 · dt3 has vanished because ds/v11 
is dt , 
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and v
11 is zero at the reflection pOints. · Equation, (i27) can be 

written·as. 

e 
T ( & ) ' c 

·where T is the time for a lonc;,i tudinal oscillation, and the brackets 

.denote the time averac;e over an oscillation. Similarly; 

- ~ T ( ~ ) c '· 
/ ( 29) 

· ·. Equation ( 19) can then be written as 

(30) 

Now this quantity is not zero excep-t;· under very special circumstances, so 

that J is not instantaneously being conserved by the guiding center 

·.motion.. However, the rate of change of J averaged over a longitudinal 

oscillation is · 

j ds dJ eT [( . )f ds . ~. ( ~ ) f ds a] ( 31) dt = o; -·-·· v,, c v,, v,, 

eT 
[ .< a >< ~ > ( .~ )( Ct >J c ) 

'-rhich is identically zero, and this .is the important fact for the lone; 

Equations (28) and (29) ;:tre neir eq'lations of motion, 1·rith the 

guiding center oscillation averaced out; they are the analoc; of the GUidinG 

center equations of mo-r,iori, which are the particle equations of motion 

1-rith the partic.f.e gyration averaged out. 
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H'hen Eqo.uo. tions ( 28) .and ( 29) are solved for ( a ) 
. 

anc1 ( A ) ,., ) 

they are at first sight. succ;eatively canonical in form, -vrith j(a,~,l·1,H) . 

. playing the role of Hamil toni an. But they are not quite canonical. In 

the first place the time of oacillation T is also a function of 
. . 

Furthermore there are the time averac;es of a and 13 1 

rather than the inatantaneous values. The first difficulty can be 

overcome by differentiating J = J(a, 13, l'-1, H) implicitly with respect 

to ·a and p to yield d.J(a,f3,l-1,1-r)/of3 = -(d.I/?M) Cl~·T(a:,f:3,H,J)/op 

etc • for ClJ /?t::t. • The factor dJ /ov1 is simply T , as can be verified 

from (18). Then 

c 
t:' - -e 

and 

( 6 ) = 

cM(a, (3, M1 JL 
Clf3 

( 32) 

Except for the time averaees, these are now canonical. It vrould seem that .. 

. the matter of the time averages cbuld be overlooked if one is interested 

only in the average guidins-center position, and therefore that the· 

equations of motion can be regarded as canonical. If this is the case, 

any theorems in classical mechanics that come from the canonical equations 

should have an analog in the (a, f3) space. Liouville's theorem comes 

to mind immediately, and it is possible to derive it [Northrop and Teller, 

1960] for the density in (a, 13) space by disrecardine; the time averages. 

To dispel any lingering doubts about the time averages, a more direct 

derivation can be made by using the expressions for the instantaneous 
. . 

values of a and f3 • The consequences of the Liouville theorem \·rill 

be described shortly. 
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The. third adiabatic invar:tant. AG a guiding center oscillates betvreen 

mirror points, it gradually changes lines of force.·. During i tG rr.otion 

along a li,ne, it instantaneously drifts tmmrds a variety of adjacent 

lines, ,but "there is one line tm-rards vrhich it moves on the average and 

this line is ·specified by (32). Thus a surface composed of lines on 

which J. is constant is e;radually traversed by the guiding center. 

Nm-r it may happen that this surface is closed, so that the particle 

eventually returns to a line it traversed earlier. If so, there is a 

third periodicity and a third adiabatic invariant is to be expected; 

The surfaces seeni to be closed for particles in the inner Van Allen ·· 

belt. Such a surface (idealized) is sketched in Figure 8. 

Note· that if the particle is not trappe~ between mirrors, the 

longitudinal motion. is not periodic and there is no~ even a second 

. adiabatic invariant, nor is there a third. Only the ma[;netic moment 

exists. This illustrates the fact that the number of adiabatic 

.invariants depends on the geometry and is less than or eg_ual to the 

number of degrees of freedom. 

To return to the Liouville theorem: it says that in the st·eady 

state.in the absence of electric fields, contours of constant magnetic 

field are also constant guidinc;-center density contours on a longitudinal 

invariant surface (Figure 8). 

The third adiabatic invariant is the flux ~ of B enclosed 

by the surface of Figure· 8. That this flux should be constant in a 

static situation is <l trivial statement, much as the invaria:hceof -'..;he 

magnetic moment in a uniform field j_s· trivially true. But the flux is 
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also invariant if the fj_eld is time dependent, and th).s is the 

significant fact. The surface about vrhj_ch the particle precesses 

is not even well defined unless the particle traverses it in a tj_n:e 

small compared to the time scale for fields to chance. It is not 

surprising therefore that this rapid precession assumption is necessary 

to prove the invariance of C} • From a practical standpoint, the time 

scale of field fluctuations must be slovrest to conserve ~ ; they can 

be faster and still conserve J , and fastest_ of all 1-li thout disturbing 

M , since the time scale then need only be long compared to the c;yration 

period. 

Proof of the invariance of 1 is reminiscent of the proof 

for J . It is necessary to extend equations (32) to include time-

dependent fields. '\olhen ·the fie1ds are time dependent, it ·is appropriate 

to·generalize the quantity H used previously to a quantity K, 

defined by 

K 

vrhere ¢ 

2 
mvli 

2 
+ lv1B + e(¢ + -

c 

__,. 
is the scalar potential for the e1ectric field, so that E is 

1 d(aV!J) 
c Cit In a time-dependent field a and ~ are functions 

of both time and position. The second invariant is novr defined by 

J(a, ~' M, K, t) 
r r 

J t 1
- a (Jp 

2m lK- e( c dt + ¢) 

lvhere df3/dt is to be expressed as a function of (a;, [3, s, t). The 

genera1ization of equations (32) turn out to be 

I 
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( 
. 

) c dK (a: t) a: = - ·- f3,·J, M, e di3' . ) 

( 
. 

) c CJK 
(3 - (£ e 

( 
. di( 
K ) 

<Jt ) 

and ( 35) 

1 

. 
The quantity ( K ) ts related to the gain in energy averaged over a 

longitudinal oscillation. 

The details of the proof that f is invariant 1-rill not be 

given here [see Northrop and Teller, 1960]~ One finds that d~dt is 

·.not zero as the particle drifts around· the surface defined by the 

invariance of J (i.e., as it precesses around the earth); the·averac;e 

motion from line to line as given by equations ( )5) does not conserve ~: 

But if dg/dt . is averac;ed over a cornplete precession, the time average 

is zero. This is analogous to the situation with dJ/dt • The 

instantaneous'rate of change of ~ is 

where 

= 
cT 
--12. 

e 

( ( r( ) ) means 

j • 
! ( K ) 
!. 

. 
( K ) 

0 J 

~veraged over a precession, and T 
p 

is 

the time for the'particle to precess once around the surface. The right 

side of (36) obviously vanishes vrhen averac;ed over the period T 
p 

Before leaving the subject of the third i~variant, several points 

should be discussed concerning motion of lines of force and the averac;c 

(over a longitudinal oscillation) guj.dinc-center drift. The "velocity" 
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of a line of force in a time-dep::ndmt field is not physically o'csc:rvable. 

He cannot see lines of force. One is therefore free to define line 

velocity, and it should be defined so as to enhance our visualization 

of ho-vr the mac;netic-field pattern chanc;es ui th time. One usually uses 

the picture in which a magnetic field has an intensity proportional to 

the line density one drmvs. As the field changes Hith time this picture 

remains valid if the lines are moved around at a "flux-preservinc; 

velocity." To def.ine this velocity, suppose an arbitrary closed curve 

is dravn in space; now let each ele.r11ent of the curve move at a velocity 

u(;, t) . If the flux through the curve remains constant as the curve 

:..> 
distorts, U is said to be flux preservinc;. As shmni by Nevcomb ( 1958 L 

U must satisfy. \1 X (E + U X B/c) == 0 . This limits U but does not 

-)o -)o ~. 2 
.determine it uniquely.· One often chooses U as cE X B/B , vhich 

-> 
is acceptable if \1 X E

11 
is zero. 

A more c;eneral definition of line velocity that is ahrays 

acceptable (but not unique) is 

.( C!p ~ 
dt X 

/\ 
e 

1 
cB ( 37) 

It is not difficult to shmr that \1 X (E + U X B/c) is zero for this 

·-> 
choice of · U Moreover, this choice has the advantage that·~+ U·~ 
is zero, and like>rise for p • The significance of this is that as an 

observer moves at the line velocity, the (a, f3) label on the line he 

is follmvinc; remains unchanging vi th time. 

A convenient space in ·which to visualize.the invariant surfaces 

is a Cartesian (a, P, s). space, in Hhich the field lines are straic;ht 
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and parallel to the s. axis, as in Ficure . 9. -> 
The choice of U in (37) 

makes the lii1es of. force fixed in this sp.::tce; by contrast, a particle 

for vrhich J (bu't: not necessarily · ~ ) is invariant moves in (eti f3) 

space in accord vrith equations (35), and consequently does not remain 

- attached to a line of- force. 

The picture developed so far o~ line motion is very appealinc;, 

-> 
but is not unique. · To illustrate, suppose U is defined oy 

VK(-;, M, J, t) + 

1\ 
<n: e· 
'A 'VP. . . ) X _} 
op B' 

(38) 

'lv:here- IC is to be regarded. as a function of the specified variableo via 

( 34). This velocity can also be proved flux preservine. Hmiever., for 

it, we have 

OCt _,. c A 

dt + U·'\A:X = (e1 x vK) ·~ eB 

-c oK (a f3, Ivi, J, t) ( 
. 

) ( 39) - = Ct 
e . 7$ } J 

. 
and similarly for ( (3 ) • With this definition of line velocity, the 

line of force consequentlymoves atexactly the average particle drift 

velocity, and the particle remains attached to the line. 

Either of the tvo pictures is acceptable, though definition ·(37) 

seems preferable since it does not depend on any l)article parameters·, i·rhile 

definition (38) depends on J and :M • It is a little ur.appeaHnc; to 

use a definition of.line velocity that depends on the particle under 

observation. · One prefers to visualize the motion of field. lines as 
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being intrinsic to the field and. not dependent on particles. Furthc;:r~o:re, 

if t~m particles Hi th different J and M o.:re on the same lirie of ::'o;.·ce, 

there 1-rill be an ad0ivalence i.n the line velocity. FinaJ.ly, if the 

electric fie:l_ds are so large that all the drlft terms in (h) must be 

retained, J is not conserved.. Dcfini tion ( 38) is still flux presc:cvinc;, 

but J is novr a time-dependent parameter. And because the t~uirling 

center no lonc;er shm·rs a slou averac;e drift, governed by eq_ua tions ( 35), 

it is not possibJ.e to say that the particle folJ.ovrs the 1:i.ne of force 

·on the average. The c;uidinc; center follm-rs a trajectory in Ficure 9 

determined by (!~) o.nd ( 6). Under these circwnstances, dcfini tion ( 37) 

for the line velodty certainly is super:i.or to ( 38). 

7. .t\PPLICATION OF ADLL\.Bi\TIC THEORY TO PlASMAS 

In the previous sections the motion of a single particle in a 

prescribed fieid has been studied. The adiabatic model_may also apply 

to a plasma, vhere the density of posit:i.vely and negatively char[jed 

particles is so large that their interactions are important in determininG 

their motions. The field each particle moves in is the sum of (a) any 

"external" field and (b) those f:i.elds due to the motions and positions· 

of all other particles. For the pm·ticle motion to be adiabatic, close 

collisions 'oehreen charc;ed particles must be infrequent (high plasma 

temperature ancl lmr density) so that a particle at no time feels a 

sudden force. Such self-consisteilt calculations are necessary to 

analyze the stabili "'cy of plasma c01ifine:c:en·i~ j_n 2. civen field confic;u-

ration. 
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Ne,·rcomb [ 1963] has developed a method for using the first tvro 

adiabatic invariants in studying plasma stability. The change in energy 

ofan equilibrium pl\3-sma under a prescribed displacemen;t a(;) of the 
_,. . 

element of plasma at r can be obtained from invariance of the magnetic 

_moment and longitudinal invariant. If this energy change is positive

for all possible 1(;) , the plasma is stable. If the change is negative 

. for any 1(;) , it is unstable. It is plausible that the change in 

particle energies should be derivable from the first ti·ro j_nvariants. 

The magnetic moment is associated vr;i.th perpendicular energy, i-lhile the 

longitudinal invariant is associated ivi th parallel velocity and .energy. 

Changes in field energy under the perturbation must also be accounted 

for in obtaining the tdtal change in enerc,.y. 

The mechanism of these instabilities can be exphdned in terms 

of the adiabatic particle drifts. In the presence of the perturbation 

the drifts lead to charge accumulations vrhose electric fields drive 

the perturbation further in a typically regenerative fashion [see 

Rosenbluth and Longmire, 1957, and Northrop, 1961, for examples]. 

vle can also apply· adiabatic motion to the current density in· a 

collisionle_ss plasma. Each co:r.1ponent (Le~, ions or electrons) of the 

·plasma obeys the mac·roscopic momentum conservation equation .. 

-> 
dV 

Ill'l1 -.· dt + ne 

->. 
v 
c 

-+ -+ 
X B + ne E 

where - V. i.s the average (over the velo'ci ty distribution) of the 

-> . -> 
particle velocity. v , .and P is the pressure· tensor defined as 

( nm(v - V) (-:; - V)) , ''here the brackets mean an average over the 

-+ 
particle velocity distrib·~~tion. The current density J of that 

( 40) 
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-> 
component is ne V, -vrhere n is the pc:rtj_cJe density. Salvin: (ho) 

-> 
for V , ,.,c obtain 

. _,,_ -> -> 1\ 
ce X 'V·P c"' X e -> . .- ,\ dV -" _., l l me v vu + + + e " - B D 2 

A 
ne 

eB 
1 clt 

Consider nm-r a steady situation, vhcre there j_s no electric field. 

Then ~L is c'e1 X 'V·P /neB This is just the east-,;cst asycmetry 

effect of mirrorinc; protons observed by Heckman and Nakano [1963]. 

·They observed that at the inner ede;e of the inner Van ll..llcn belt, more 

high energy protons are movinc; east than vest; there is an avcra,:e 

-> 
proton velocity V tmvards the east. The pressure gradient is caused 

by the atmospheric density gradient, there being fe'\-rer parti"c1cs at 

lovrer altitudes due to the greater loss to the atmosphere. At the 

outer edge of a radiation belt, '·rhere the density decreases 1-rith 

increasing radius (for i·rh~tever reason), the reverse asy;.rll:letry should 

appear, ,.,i th more particles r:Joving 'vest than east. 

The divergence of the pressure tensor can be expanded.in the 

adiabatic case as [see Chevr, Goldberger, and I.mr, 1956] 

(' ()p pll p 
():s I i ()~ 

1 
-> /1 I !I J. I 

J (PII -~!.) 
J. 

V'·P el d'S. 1 + ds + 'i7Pl lds B l 
(42) 

i-lhere is and lj_ is l ( 2 ) - nm v-2 ~ . In the 

east-vrest asymmetry experirnent there 1-rould be a small. contribution 

from the line curvature 2J~J_/2Js in addition to the one from the 

pressure sradient V?-L • 
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·~ ., 

It is possible to Rrove from the Vlasov ( colHsio:nless Dol·~~zmann) 

equation that 

-sy:;' t) ne V Ne \ it · + B·
1

v ) 
..... ;· . It 

+ 

. ...:.> . ' 
. :vrhere N is the number~ of· s-uiding centers jX::~ unit vc:iJ.urne at (r, t) : -and Ivl is the total magnetic moment per unit volume of particles i·Tith . 

-l> 

~guiding centers at r . The brackets mean the averasc over pa:ctj_cles 

with cuidinc centers at 1! . ·The perpendicular COli}poncnt of ( 4)) is 

easily ·derived from ( l1.1) and the gu.idinz:;-center equat;i.ons. Hm·rever, 

the parallel component is rather difficult to prove formally [ s.ee 

Northrop, 1963L even though the ei.1tire expression (43) :i.s intuitively 

correct. It says that the total current density· in a plasma is. the 

sum of the guiding center current and the current that res't.1l"cs from 

the curl of the magnetic moment per unit volume. 

8. NONlilli{\BATIC EFFECTS 

. The application of ad:i.abatic thc.Ol"Y and the J.m.rest o:cder 

invariants to the Van Allen radiation has been ·ou-tlined in previous, 
' ' . 

sections.· According to the theo:cy, in the absence of collisions, 

particles uould remain indefinitely in the geome.c;netic fielq and 

repeatedly precess about their.invariant surfaces. In practice all 

three invariants may not hold suffiCiently >-rell for this perii1anent 

trapping. to occur. There is lmr terllpe:cature plasma permeating the 

magnetosphere about the ear·th, ahd •che solar \-rind may produce 

disturbance.s that are propagate~ throuc;h this plasma. These 
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disturbances in turn may be suf:ficicntJ.y fast to affect one or more of 

the lmvcst order invarj_ants. Even if the deviation of one of tlK:r:l 

from a constant is very small, thj_s very m-:1all effect .can o:;_x::rate over 

very long times in the c;eophysical case. The question becor;;es vhether 

these effects are cur:mlative, or Hhether they are oscill<:,tory and 

self-cancelling over a long period. If the motion is truly nonadiabatic, 

in the sense defined in Section 6, the effects may be cm.mlative and 

the particle may beco:me lost from the geomaznetic field. For exarnple, 

' if the magnetic moment decreases ·continuously, the particle ;-rill eventually 

become lost in the atmosphere. Hmv-cver, if the r;Jotion is adiabatic, irt 

the sense of beinc:; predicted by the first fe\v tenns of the j_nvariant 

series, then the particle may stil1 be permanentl~r trappccl, vrith the 

guiding center follmving a slightly different path fror., that predicted 

by the 1m-rest order invariant. . The distinction behreen these tHo 

possibilities~ cumulative and oscillatory, may not ahrays be sharp, 

though in one geometry it seemed to be quite sharp for the magnetj_c 

moment [see Garren, et · al., 1958]. 

There -vrould certainly be value in computing at least one higher 

term for the longitudinal and flux invariants. The consequences of the 

earth's rotation, coupled Hi th the azi1-:1uthal as;rmmetry of its field, 

do not seem to be knmm except. in the limit >-rhen 1· is invariant. In this 

limit a particle precesses rapiclly about its invariant surface, and 

the surface rotates slmvly and :i:igiclly i·rith a 21+-hour period. The 

next terms of the lonc;itudinal and flux invariant seri~s ought to 

describe the lovrest order modification to this si1:~ple picture. 



:ro conclude, it does not seem poos:l.ble at present to make any 
I 

general statements about nons.diabatic effects, other than that numerical 

computation is probably needed to study them. Hovrever, these effects 

may be important in the dynamics of the trapped radiation and therefore 

merit attenti9n. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS. 
,• 

Fig. 1. The charged particle gyrates about its [,ruiding center. 

Fig~ 2~ A drift. 

Fig. 3. Energy changes in a time-dependent field. 

Fig. 1+. Fermi acceleration. 

Fig. 5· The·mirror effect. 

Fig. 6. Particle trajectory vrhen 
t 

-> 
E...L is large. 

Fig~ 7. Mirror geometry needed fo~ existence of second adiabatic 

invariant. 

Fig. 8. An invariant surface for a particle trapped in the earth's field. 
1 

Fig. 9. A line of force in (a, ~~ s) space. 
I i 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com• 
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or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
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or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 
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mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
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to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
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